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We acknowledge the Wurundjeri Woi wirrung people as the custodians of the
lands and waterways in the area now known as Moreland.  Sovereignty has never
been ceded and First Nations people remain strong in their enduring connection

to land and culture. 
 We pay our respects to their elders, past present and emerging.
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2021 has been another challenging year for our community and for NECCHi, however I’ve
been incredibly proud of the way NECCHI has continued to strive to achieve its mission of
supporting its community and taking bold steps towards social justice and sustainability. 

 
Despite a continuous cycle of opening up and locking down the houses have achieved

some big goals, like delivering the amazing new community garden at the rear of Newlands
house, and amazingly continuing to get input from our community throughout the process

despite lockdown. The resilience of the houses and their staff to find a way and build
stronger links with its community have been impressive this year. In particular, reaching

into the community to find facilitators who would like to share their skills and support
them to be part of the houses has helped knit our community together in stronger ways. 
I’d like to say a huge thanks to NECCHi’s Manager, Rachael Cilauro for her endless energy,
ambition and courage to deliver on the bold vision we have set for the houses. I’d also like
to give my heartfelt gratitude to all the staff of the houses – Jenell, Hannah, Hannah, Oli
and Kate for their efforts this year, including the wonderful rebranding and engagement
online that has helped our community to stay connected. Finally, I’d like to thank all the

house facilitators and partners, new and old, who continue to come to NECCHI and work
with us. We couldn’t do it without you!
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I’m sure NECCHI will rise to the challenges in the year ahead and I can’t wait to see what it achieves. Part of the board’s work with the
houses has been to continue to refresh our vision and mission, and find areas where we can push to make the houses the best they

can be. In the next year, NECCHI will be developing a Reconciliation Action Plan to acknowledge and take steps to build on and
advance our reconciliation efforts, through a process of reflection. We look forward to bringing our community on this reconciliation

journey with us.
 

Next I would also like to thank the great organisations and people that support us: Moreland City Council, Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) and Neighbourhood House Networker, Judy Lazarus, for their continued support to our houses and

community. In particular this year, the additional funding programs City of Moreland has offered during COVID which have enabled us
to serve our communities in this tough period. Last but not least I want to thank the members of the NECCHI board for continuing to

make time for the organisation on top of busy lives, lockdowns, teaching and home-schooling. 
 

This year the NECCHI board will go through a transition with new blood, enthusiasm and ideas coming on board, the result of a
successful ‘Get on Board’ drive to find committed community members. This year we say goodbye to many longstanding members,
including myself, Jas Streten, Lori Arthur and Bruce Mowson. Bruce has not only been our Secretary for the last few year, but has
contributed to community projects in the area and found great new board members in the community. Jas has been our treasurer
for many years, taking on a difficult task that we have all appreciated. Lori joined NECCHI initially to help see improvements to the

front and backyards delivered. As a result, East Coburg now looks amazing and a welcoming place for the community. In recent
years, Lori has been the deputy Chair providing great assistance to Rachael and me on strategic matters. Thank you Lori, Jas and
Bruce for everything. I have been on the NECCHI board for many years, and on the community reference group before that which

oversaw the houses being re-established. I’m amazed at how far they have come and so gratified to see the bold vision we set being
achieved. I think neighbourhood houses can do amazing things for their communities and look forward to seeing what comes next,

and supporting the incoming board members through the transitions.
 

Helen Rowe
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THANK YOU 
We'd like to say a huge thank you to the following people - we couldn't do it
without you! All of the NECCHi facilitators, our families and friends, the
NECCHi community, Rita & the Newlands Kinder, all the teams we work with
at Moreland City Council,  Sarah from the amazing Bridge and Tunnel
Accounts, Harriet Wallace-Mead, Kushla Ross & Studio Cahoots, Claire
Mosley & Tatanja Ross.



thank you

July 2021
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Fun facts

was our best ticket sales
date - our gross sales

were $725

people enrolled in a
NECCHi event or workshop

in Semester 1, 2021

people used a discount code, with

the discounts ranging from $35 off

to attending the class for free. 

 

357

7

(On average, that's an increase from 11 people a

week, to 20 people a week!)

357112
people enrolled in a NECCHi

event or workshop in 

Term 4, 2020

people enrolled in a

NECCHi event or workshop

in Semester 1, 2021

vs

469
people attended a NECCHi

program this financial year! 



CAPITAL WORKS 

Over the last year we have seen the building of the beautiful
garden at Newlands. The backyard through to the Cox Reserve
we have planting beds, spaces to sit and gather, grow and just
enjoy the sunshine. This project was done in partnership with

Moreland City Council and their capital works program. 



CREATIVE COLLABORATIONS

 

This year we've had the absolute pleasure
to work with some incredible artists,

collectives and community organisers. 
 

Our creative collaborations are so
important, and we love to see the colourful

and exciting outcomes at each house.
 

We worked with: 
- Kate Hill, our Community Creator-In-

Residence
- The BBB-Sitters Club

- Slow Art Collective
- Silent Army

- Merri Creek Management Committee
- Midsumma Festival
- Queers Draw This 





Hello and what a year we had, it's been a big one. Lots of really great
building on the Necchi dream. From passata parties to artist residences,
this year has been a year of building creative community partnerships and
creating the brand that is becoming Necchi. We have worked within covid
restraints to deliver on our goals of community engagement and
development whilst building two houses that are welcoming, attractive and
functional. We even managed to throw in a new Cafe called Brewlands in
Newlands. We have built the most beautiful community gardens at both
houses and we're looking to continue this green education and
conservation projects well into 21/22. 

We have been so happy to deliver low cost and accessible programs to our
whole community while in lockdown. A great big warm thank you to the
team who have worked so hard throughout the year, delivering what is a
huge load of fabulous programs, buildings, hair brained schemes to our
communities, doing this all with covid restrictions across the year. 

We all believe in creating community spaces that allow for community to
use, create, make, enjoy and sometimes just meet each other for a coffee.
We are still working mostly online on programs and essential relief but
really looking forward to a summer of outside, garden and community
dreaming. 

We hope to see you there!

Rachael Cilauro
Manager 

Managers

Report 



Marketing and

Comms

One of our key priorities this year was
developing a clear marketing and

communications plan. We worked with
Kushla Ross from Studio Cahoots to pull
together a cohesive branding pack, and

invested in Canva to be able to easily create
branded content. We continued our
relationship with Claire Mosley, who

created more beautiful illustrations for us
to use across printing and digital collateral.  

Our programs and marketing flow is now
much clearer and we've received such

positive feedback from the community
about the new NECCHi aesthetic. 



COVID RESPONSE 

Thrive grants

Essential

Relief

Food Angels

Online

programs

 

Covid continued to throw a spanner in the works in 20/21! Luckily we were ready,
and "pivoted" (sorry!)  quickly to adapt. We received a number of Covid Thrive

Grants that allowed us to run programs and events for community - an
interactive distanced bamboo installation out the front of East Coburg, an

online Zine making workshop and more of the very popular Queers Draw This
workshops to name a few. A number of our programs went online in the "Hour of

Power" weekend series and we are continuing to find innovative ways to
program and stay connected. 

 

We also welcomed the Food Angels into the East Coburg House - a queer food
relief/mutual aid program that emerged from Covid times. The Angels cook and

deliver meals to 80 people in a week, and moving into the  space has allowed
them to grow and build on the work they had been doing from their homes. 



Treasurer Report 2020
NECCHI has finished the 2021 Financial Year in a strong financial position reporting a

surplus of $ 72,286. This is despite the ongoing impact of COVID-19. 
The total income for the 2021 financial year was $ 504,871. Income for the the 2020

financial year was $ 438,173. The increase in income is despite the ongoing COVID-19
restrictions. While room rental and program income was down income was up in

grants $ 104,000 (Newlands Garden and Auspice arrangements) and receipt of a cash
flow boost of $ 18,602. 

Expenses of $ 432,584 for 2021 were down by $ 17,139 from the 2020 financial year of
$ 449,723. A decrease in salaries and wages expense along with program facilitator

costs accounted for the majority of the decrease.
While COVID-19 continues to impact in unforeseen ways on the houses, NECCHI

remains in a strong financial position both in the short and medium term. NECCHI’s
future is underpinned by the ongoing funding from Moreland City Council & from the

State Government. 
At the beginning of the 2021 financial year NECCHI had $ 352,000 in cash as at 30th

June 2021 NECCHI had $ 424,814 in cash.
Despite the impact of COVID-19 with ongoing funding NECCHI has sufficient funds

available to continue as a going concern.
In the coming year NECCHI will continue to invest in activities and services that meet

the needs of the community in a financially stable manner.
Thank you to all who have contributed to the success of NECCHI over the last 12

months from the Committee of Governance to the staff and volunteers.


























